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Conjugate profiles on mating gear teeth 

O. Introduction and summary 

Consider a pair of gears such that the mating teeth produce rotary motion. The profiles on mating 

teeth are said to be conjugate, when they are shaped such as to produce a constant angular

velocity ratio during meshing. One can specify any profile for one tooth and then determine the 

conjugate profile for the mating tooth on the other gear. 

Conjugate profiles can be calculated by use of the following model. Let F 1 be the profile on a 

tooth of one of the gears. The momentary positions (at lime t) of the profile F 1 in its relative 

motion with respect to the other gear, constitute a one-parameter family of surfaces in three

dimensional space. The envelope of this onc-parameter family of surfaces is the conjugate profile 

F 2 on the mating tooth on the other gear. This model of calculating conjugate profiles can be 

found e.g. in two papers of P. Matlhicu; [I J and [2J. 

The following method, due to Leibniz, for calculating the envelope of a one-parameter famHy of 

surfaces is well known. Let a famiJy of surfaces be given by the equation 

f(x,y, Z;I)=O , 

where x, y and z are cartesian coordinates and t is a parameter. Now the envelope of the family 

can be calculated from the equations 

(0.1) 
f (x. y. z; I) = 0 • 

af(x, y, z; t) / at = 0 . 

The equations (0.1) give rise to technical problems when they are used for the analytic descrip

tion of conjugate profiles in cartesian coordinates. In [1] and [2] Matthieu gives a description of 

conjugate profiles using the equations (0.1) in sferical coordinates. 

In Section 1 we present an alternative method for calculating the envelope of a one-parameter 

family of surfaces. This method simplifies the analytic description of conjugate profiles in carte
sian coordinales considerably. 

Section 2 is devoted to the description of rolalions in terms of antisymmetric matrices. This 

description enables us to write the transformation formulali of the coordinates in various coordi

nate systems in a very concise form. 

Finally in Section 3 we present an :maJylic description of conjugates profiles. In his thesis 131 the 

author applied these formulas to a pair of parallel helical gears, a pair of straight-toothed bevel 

gears and to the face gear transmission. 
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1. The envelope of a one-parameter family of surfaces 

For t E JR let 

(1.1) X(A, J!; t) == (X (A, J!; I),Y(A, Il; t), Z(A, J!; I) , 

be the parametric representation, with parameters A and J!, of the surface S (t) of a one-parameter 

family of surfaces with family parameter t. The vector !(A, J!; t) is the position vector of the point 

P (A, J!; t) on S (I) with respect to a cartesian coordinate system. In the sequel we suppose that the 

function :!(A, Il; t) is sufficiently onen continuously differentiable with respect to A, Il and t. Fur

thermore for fixed to the vectors a! I aA and a! I all arc supposed to be linearly independent in 

every point of S(to). Hence the surface S(to) has a tangent plane at every point, spanned by 

a! I aA and a:! / aJ!. 

For to E /R we intersect the surface S(to) with a neighbouring surface S(to + h), h *0. We sup

pose thallhc intersection of S (t 0) and S (10 + h) is a curve and that this curve approaches a limit

ing curve K(to) on the surface S(to), as h ~ 0. The curve K(to) is referred to as the characteris

tic on S (t 0) with respect to the family. Furthermore we suppose that the collection of characteris

tics K (t), t E JR, constitutes a surface. This surface is called the envelope of the one-parameter 

family of surfaces and will be denoted by E. 

Let P be a point with position vector Xo = x(Ao, J.lo; to) on the characteristic K (to) on S (to). Sup

pose the vectors 

are linearly independent. Then del[1:: 1,1::2,1::3 j * 0, and it follows from the inverse function 

theorem that there exist neighbourhoods V c IR 3 of (Ao. J.lo, to) and U c /R 3 of!o such that the 

map f: V ~ U, given by 

(A. J!. t) H :!(A, Il; t) • 

is a bijection. Hence the surface S (to) and a neighbouring surface S (to + h), h * 0, have no 

points in common within the neighbourhood U of P. This however contradicts the fact that P is 

on the characteristic K (t 0). Hence the vectors a! I aA. a:! / aJ!, a! / at are linearly dependent in 

points on characteristics. Since the envelope E is constituted by the characteristics, we conclude 

that the envelope E is described by the equations 

! = !(A, J!; I) , 
0.2) ax ax ax 

",(A, Il; t) == det [ a~' a~ at = ° . 
In the seque1 we shall use the equalions (1.2) in stead of the equations (0.1) for calculating the 

envelope of a one·parameter family of surfaces. 
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2. Rotations and antisymmctric matrices 

In Lhis section we consider the rotation with consl:Ull angular velocity around a fixed axis. In Fig

ure 2.1 we have drawn a X Y Z-coordinale system which is fixed in space. The point A with posi

lion vector!!. is on the axis of rotation. The vectorial angular velocilY w is in the direction of the 

axis of rolalion and its orientation determines lhe orientation of the rotation. 

Let P be a point with position vCCLOr !(t) at lime t. The velocity ~(t) = !.(r) of the point P can be 
wrilLen as 

compare Figure 2.l. 

z 

axis of rotation 

Figure 2. J. Rotation with cOils/am angular velocity .. A I and PI are the projections oj A and P 
on the X OY-plane. 

y 
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Let 00 = (001,002, (03), and introduce the antisymmetric matrix a associated with 00: 

Now (2.1) can be put in the form 

As usual, the exponential function exp(A) with square matrices A as argument, is defined by 

(2.4) 
"" 1 

exp(A) = L ,A 11 , 

11=0 n. 

where the convergence is elementwise. In terms of the exponential function with matrix argument 

the solution of (2.3) can be written as 

(2.5) !(t) = f! + exp (at) <,!(O) -~) • 

where the anti symmetric matrix a is given in (2.2). 

3. An analytic description of conjugate profiles 

We consider a pair of gears such that the mating gear Leeth produce rotary motion. The smaller of 

the two gears is called the pinion and the larger the gear. We suppose the profile on the teeth of 

the pinion to have been specified and we shall describe the profile on the teeth of the gear such 

that the mating profiles on the pinion and the gear are conjugate. The angular velocity ratio U is 

constant and equals 

(3.1) U = (01 1(02 • 

where 

WI = angular velocity of the pinion. 

ffi2 = angular velocity of the gear. 

The axes of rotation of the pinion and the gear are fixed in space. 

Choose the point 0 1 on the pinion axis and the point 02 on the gear axis such that the line 0 I 02 

is petpendicular to both axes. If the pinion axis and the gear axis intersect in a point O. then 

0 1 = O2 = O. We now introduce three coordinate systems. namely B, B I and B 2' The system B 

is fixed in space and the corresponding "space-fixed" coordinates are denoted by (x. y. z) =!. The 

point 0 1 on the pinion axis is the origin of the system B. The coordinate axes of the space-fixed 

system B are shown in Figure 3.1. The distance between the pinion axis and the gear axis is 

denoted by a. The angle between the angular velocity vectors ~I and ~ of the pinion and the 

gear is S. -1t < 0 S; 1t. The sign of 0 is chosen such that the components 002 of the angular velocity 
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vector ~ of the gear wiLh respect to the space-fixed system B are given by 

W2 = wz(cos (0). O. sin (0»; see Figure 3. I 

z 
gear axis 

x 

Figure 3.1. The pinion axis and the gear axis ill the space-fixed coordinate system. 

The system B 1 is fixed wiLh resp!.!ct to the rotating pinion and the corresponding "pinion-fixed" 

coordinates are denoLed by (x I , Y I. Z 1) =:! I. At time I = 0 the coordinate systems B and B I coin

cide. 

The system B2 is lixed with respect to the rotating ge.lr and the corresponding "gear-fixed" coor

dinates are denoted by (X2. Y2. Z2) = :!2. The point O 2 on the gear axis is the origin of the system 

82. The x z -axis of the system B 2 coincides with the gear axis such that the angular velocity vec

lor~ of the gear is in the direction of the positive xz-axis. At time t =0 the yz-axis of B2 and 

the y-axis of B coincide, and have the same orientatioll. 

The coordinate systems B. 8 J and 8 2 are righi-handed. 

We now investigale the transfonnation fonnulas of the systems B, B I and B 2• Let P be a poinL on 

the pinion having pinion-fixed coordinates:!l with respccllo B 1- Using (2.5) and the components 

WI = (WI. O. 0) of the angular velocity vector WI of the pinion with respect to the system B, we 

conclude that the space-fixed coordinates :!(t) of the point P on the pinion at lime t are given by 
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(3.2) !(t) = exp [ill t] ! I • 

where 

[

0 0 0] 
ill = ())l 0 0 -1 . 

010 

Let Q be a point on the gear having gear-fixed coordinateS!2 with respect to B 2. With the help of 

Figure 3.1 one easily verifies that the space-fixed coordinates !(O) of the point Q on the gear at 

time t = 0 can be written as 

(3.3) !(O) =!! + V!2 , 

where 

!! = (0, a, 0) , 

[

COS(O) 0 -SineS)] 
V= 0 1 0 

sineS) 0 cos(S) 

In view of the components roz = ())2(COS(0), 0, sineS»~ of the angular velocity vector ~ of the gear 

with respect to B and the relations (2.5), (3.3), the space-fixed coordinates x(t) of the point Q on 

the gear at time t can be writtcn as 

where 

!! = (0, a, 0) , 

[ 

0 -sineS) 0] 
ilz = roz Sino(S) 0 -C00S(S) 

oos(o) 

It follows from the definitions in (3.2-4) that the anti symmetric matrices ill and ilz satisfy 

(3.5) il2 = k Vill V-I • 

where 

k = roz / ())I = 1 / U . 

Let P be a point on the pinion with pinion-fixed coordinatcs!J with respect to B I. The gear-fixed 

coordinates :!2(t) or the pinion point P :u lime t can be calculated using (3.2) and (3.4). One 

obtains 
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With usc of (3.5) and the relation 

(3.7) exp[V AV-1] = V exp[A J V-I , 

we can also write 

Now we arc ready to describe the conjugate profiles on the mating teeth of the pinion and the 

gear. 

Fix a tooLh of the pinion which is in contact with the gear at time t = O. The mating profile on 

(llis tooth of the pinion is specified by a parametric representation, with parameters A and J.l. with 

respect to the pinion-fixed coordinate system B I: 

From (3.8) we conclude that this pinion profile at time t is described by the parametric representa

tion 

with respect to the gear-fixed coordinate system B 2. The pinion profile described by (3.10) is part 

of a one-parameter family of surfaces where the time t is the parameter of the family. The 

envelope of this one-parameter family of surfaces is the conjugate profile on the mating tooth of 

the gear. From (1.2) we obtain that the conjugate profile on the gear in gear-fixed coordinates is 

described by the equations 

!2 =!2(A, J.l; I) =exp[-Hljl] V-I (exp[QII]!I(A, J.l) -~} , 
(3.1 1) d!2 d!2 d!2 

",(A, J.l; t) = det[ dA ' dJ.l' al = 0 . 

Using (3.5) and (3.7) we obtain 

aX2 ax! 
- -I -

aA = V expf-Q2t ] expfQI t 1 dA ' 

~2 ~! 
(3.12) ~ =V-1 exp[-Q2 t ]exp[Q\t] aJ.l ' 

aX2 
- I at =V- exp[-Q2 t ] {(QI-Q2)exp[QltL!1 +Q2~} 

The matrices V-I exp[-Q2t] and exp[Ql t] in (3.12) are orthogonal and therefore the function 

",(A, J.l; t) in (3.11) can be written as 

(3.13) ",(A, J.l; t) = (P(A, J.l; t), q(A. J.l; t» , 
- -

where 
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d!) d!) 
peA, Il;t)=exp[n)t] [~x ~l , 
- oA all 

q(A, 11; t) = (n) - !l2) exp[n) t] !) + n2f! 

In view of the expressions for!l), n 2 and f! in (3.2) and (3.4) and the relation 

1 o o 
exp[!l)t] = 0 cos(w)t) -sin(w)t) 

o sinew) t) cos(w) t) 

the function ",(A, ll; t) can be put in the fonn 

(3.14) 

where 

with 

w)k 
",(A, 11; t) = -2- [a (A, 11) sinew) t) + b (A, 11) cos(w) t) - C (A, 11)] , 

a(p, q) _ ~ E!L _ dp E!L 
a(A, 11) - aA all all aA 

We summarize our result for the description of conjugate profiles. Let the mating profile on a 

tooth of the pinion at time t = 0 be specified by the parametric representation 

with respect to the space-fixed coordinate system in Figure 3.1. Let <P(A, 11) be the angle of rota

tion of the pinion around its axis from its position at time t = 0, such that the point P (A, 11) on the 

pinion profile (3.15) is in contact with the conjugate gear profile. It follows from (3.11) and (3.14) 

.that <P(A., ll) satisfies the equation 

where 

a(Z2 + x 2 y) d(z x) a (A., 11) = sineS) , + 2a cos(S) , , 
a(A, J.l.) a(A., 11) 
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Let Q (A.., J.l) be the point of contact on the conjugate gear profile of the point P (A.., J.l) on the pinion 

profile. The space-fixed coordinates of the point Q (A.., J.l) at lime t = 0 can be calculated by use of 

the angle cp(A.., J.l) obtained from (3.16). The point P (A., J.l) with space-fixed coordinates (3.15) is 

rotated over the angle cp(A., J.l) around the pinion axis in the orientation Of~l' The image is rotated 

over the angle -kcp(A., J.l) around the gear axis in the orientation of ~. The image of the point 

P (A... J.l) under these two successive rotations is the position of the point Q (A., t-t) at time t = O. 
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